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CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD

Jae Heon Yun, Ji Young Lee and Sang Wook Kim

Abstract. In this paper, we propose a blocked variant of the Con
jugate Gradient method which performs as well as and has coarser 
parallelism than the classical Conjugate Gradient method.

1. Introduction
The discretization of partial differential equations in 2D or 3D, by 

finite difference or finite element approximation, leads often to large 

sparse linear systems. In this paper, we consider the linear system of 

equations

Ax = b， ⑦, b e (1)

where A € Rnxn is a large sparse symmetric positive definite matrix.

The classical Conjugate Gradient (CG) method of Hestenes and 

Stiefel [3] with some preconditioning technique is one of the most 

effective methods for solving the linear system (1). Given an initial 

guess x()y the CG method compute iteratively new approximations 

Xk to the true solution x* = A~rb. The iterate is accepted as a 

solution if the residual 7> = b — Ax^ satisfies ||nj|/||6|| < (Tolerance).

The purpose of this paper is to propose a blocked variant of the CG 

method called BVCG which has coarser parallelism than the classical 

CG method. Numerical results of BVCG and preconditioned BVCG 

are compared with those of CG and preconditioned CG.
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2. A Blocked Variant of the CG Method
In this section, we consider a blocked variant of the CG method 

which can be derived using the basic properties that CG method has. 

For a given vector 6, let /Ck(A, b) = (b, Ab,... , A』x6) denote the kth 

Krylov subspace, where (b, Ab,... , Ak~~1b) refers to the linear span of 

{b, Ab,... , Ak~1b}. Two different vectors u and v are said to be A- 

orthogonal if (u, Av) = 0, where (•, •) represents the Euclidean inner 

product. We denote this by u 丄刀 v. If E1 is a symmetric positive 

definite matrix, then we can define a norm || • ||乃 as

|| x \\e = >/xTEx.

Theorem 2.1. Let7가 = Ap^—i —(El三:月派以乃) foH = 1,2,... ,n— 

1, where po is an arbitrarily chosen vector. Assume that for each i 

f3ik’s are determined so that pi 丄시 pk for all A: = 0,1,...，으 -— 1. Then 

Pi = Api-i — /3i,i—iPi_i — 0i,i—2Pi—2 for each i, where

= —(』4p#—1, A；가—1)/(7가—1, 刀7가_1),

2 = —1, 刀Pi—1)/(比—2, 八Pi—2).

Proof, Using the symmetric positive-definiteness of A and the A- 

orthogonality of p/s, this theorm can be easily shown. □

If i = 1 in Theorem 2.1, then = 0 is assumed. From The

orem 2.1, one can obtain a 3-term recurrence relation and n vectors

• • • ,pn-i which are mutually』4-orthogonal. For convenience, if 

we let A-i = and y— = /%,#—2, then pi =』4比__1 — 가—i — 

『此_丁Pi_2 is obtained.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that A-orthogonal n vectorspo?Pi? • • • ,Pn-i 

are generated from Theorem 2.1. If we let = Xi + 0%, then 
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||包+1||乃 is minimized when a% = (孔,7가)/(冗, Api), where 7% = b-Axi, 

⑶十1 = ⑦* — 으서_i, and x* = A~1b.

Proof, For a given vector let /(⑦) = |(a:, Ax) — (x, b) denote a 

quadratic functional in x. Then, it can be shown that

II^+iIIa = 2/( 어+1) + (x*,6).

It means that minimizing the quadratic functional is equiva“

lent to minimizing ||⑶十1||人. Hence, a must be chosen so that :r斗4 = 

Xi +(w)i minimizes /(側十1), that is, 븒y/(:q+1) = 0. Note that

d

—/(^+1) = 0 if and only if ri+1 丄 pi. (2)
物

From (2),

0 = (n+i,7가) = (b — A^Xi + <W가),比) = — ai(pi,Api).

Thus &i = (ri,Pi)/(Pi,Api) is obtained. □

Note that if 꾸十 1 = :i物 + a사/사, then = b ~ Axi = 7% — &iApi， 

Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 give rise to Algorithm 1. Later, one 

can encounter Algorithm 2 which has less arithmetic operations than 

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1：

Choose xq and vq = b — Axq

Set pQ = r0, p-i = 0, 70 = 1

For i = 0,1,2,...

包 i = (ri,pi)/(pi,Api)

꾸十 1 = a차 + &iPi

n+i = n — o^iApi
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If ||7V十i||2/1|ro||2 < (tolerance), then stop

= (刀7가? 丄〈Pi)/(Pi? ^Pi)

가)/(比—1, Api—1)

Pi+1 = Api — (3iPi — 7iPi-i

Basic properties of Algorithm 1 are summarized in detail in the 

following theorem.

Theorem 2.3. (Properties of Algorithm 1) Let 7가 and ri be the 

vectors generated from Algorithm 1, then the following properties 

hold:

(a) (pi,Apj) = 0 for i 牛 j.

(b) (孔,乃) = 0 fori > j.

(c) (Api, Apj) = Q for j <i-2, and (A7가, Ap—) = (7가, Api).

(d) {po,』4po, …，⑷-1Po〉= • • -，比—1〉=〈Hhn, …，孔—i〉.

(e) (ri,rj) = 0 for i 牛 j.

Proof. Part (a) is obvious from our choice of 7가’s. For the proof of 

part (b), we can use the mathematical induction. It’s clearly true for 

z = l from (2). Suppose that(7$_i,py) = 0 holds Claim that

(ri,pj) = 0 if i > jL In case of j = i — 1,(7\,p》_i) = 0 from (2). In 

case of j < i — 1, from assumption and part (a),

(리 =(7\_i — a^Api^.pi) = (孔—己乃) — (써—1(冗—i, 凶乃) = 0.

Thus, part (b) is proved. The proof of part (c) directly comes out 

from the proof of Theorem 2.1. For the proof of part (d), consider 

the relation 八十1 = Api — (%恥 — 7亞物_1. It can be easily shown that 

Pi e (pqj Apo^ •…, Azpo), It follows that〈PoJZi, •••，比) is a subspace 

of /Q+i(A,po). Since dim( q)o,Pi, •••,；>#〉) = dim(/Q+i(A,po)),

〈Po,Pi, •••=) =〈Po, 刀Po, …, 四 Po〉•
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Using the mathematical induction, it can be shown that

Pl ? • • • > Pi—l) =• • • , 1) •

For i = 1, (p&) = (r0) is obvious from po = r(). Suppose that it 

is valid for some k (0 < k < i — 1). That is, (po,pi,... ,Pk) = 

(r(),ri,... mJ for some k (0 < k < i - 1). Then, p^i = Apk — 

0kPk—MPk-i 仁〈Po, Ap0,, Ak+1pQ). Since rk 6 (r0, n, •. • , rk) and 

Pk 三〈Po, Apo,, AkpQ), rk+1 = rk-akApk e {p0, 刀Po, …, Ak+1p0). 

Hence, {po,Pi, • • • ^Pk+i) and (ro, n,... , @+i) are subspaces of

{po,ApQ^.. ,Ak+1pQ}

with the same dimension k + 2. Thus, the part (d) is proved. For the 

proof of part (e), from part (b), 孔 丄 ⑵),. • •，穴一1〉= (r0,... , n_i), 

that is, ri 丄 (ro,.. • , 7%_i). Thus, 孔 丄 rj for i녀어. □

Corollary 2.4. Let p》and 7% be the vectors generated from Al

gorithm 1. Then Pi = Q if and only if 7% = 0.

Proof. Suppose that 7가 = 0. Notice that, from parts (d) and (e), 

n 丄 ⑦ o, • • • and 7% 丄〈r0,, n_i). Since pi = 0,

(PO? Pl? • • • Pi —1} =〈P(b7?l, • • • , Pi—l^Pi} •

Since 7% €〈Po,Pi, • • • ,Pi), n must be zero vector. To show that n = 0 

implies pi = 0, consider pi 丄a (pchPi, • • • which is followed from 

part (a) of Theorem 2.3. From part (d) of Theorem 2.3 and 7% = 0, 

Pi 丄 a (r0,1, r$). Since pi G {r0, • • •，江), Pi = 0. □

Lemma 2.5. Let 7% and2가 be the vectors generated from Algorithm 

1. Th이1, ||ri|g = al(ApQ,Ap0) — (r0,p0) for i = 0, and ||n+i||^ = 

—凶(孔十i,pi+i) = a^Api.Api) fbr i > 0.

Proof. For i = 0,

llnl# = = (ro - aoApo, r0 - a0Ap0) = ^(Apo, Ap0) - (r0, r0).
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For z > 0,

||n+i|g = （n+i,ri+i） = （n+nn — 가） = （r 거己,一（@4冗）. （3）

On the other hand,

（孔十1> —C^iApi） = —%（7$十1,7物十1 + 0iPi + 7i2가—1）

= —%（ri+i,_PGi）. （4）

From equations （3） and （4）, the first equality is proved. Using Algo

rithm 1, part （e） of Theorem 2.3, equation （3） and the first equality, 

the second equality is proved. □

Lemma 2.6. Let r》and pi be the vectors generated from Algorithm

1. Then, （孔,比） = （n,比） for all 0 <1 < i.

Proof. Since （比, Apj） = 0 for i 斗 j, and n = 7\_i -（우

（ri,pi） =（7\—i — %_14恥_1,7가） = （n—i,7가） 一 =

（H—1,比） = … = （HhPi）. 日

From Lemmas 2.2, 2.5, and 2.6, the following theorem is obtained.

Theorem 2.7. Let 孔 and pi be the vectors generated from Al

gorithm 1. Then, ||n+i|g = （서（A比,이0）+ %—i^o%） 아시 以 = 

（江KPj/（7幼fori>Q.

Owing to Theorem 2.7, the vector update operation 孔十i = 孔 一 

&iApi in Algorithm 1 can be omitted. Hence, Algorithm 2 is obtained.

Algorithm 2：

Choose xq and ro = b — Axq

Set po = ro, p-i = 0, 70 = 1

For i = 0,1,2, …

以 =（H）, 穴）/（7>q47가）
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（3i = （Api.Ap^/^pi.Api）

72 =（7가, Aj가）/（Pi—i, A；가—1）

If i = 0, then

llnlli =（=,M）） — （ro,Po）

Else

lln+illi = ai（APi^ APi） + i（ro4카）

End if

If ||孔+11|2/1|7*0II2 < （tolerance）, then stop

:成十1 = :〕Ci 十 C^iPi

Pi+i = Api — 坑恥 — 7iPi_i

Notice that in Algorithm 2 three inner products - （r（）,2가）, （兪, Ap；）, 

（Api, Api） - for determining 3 parameters 以, /》, and ⑴ can be com

puted in parallel. Table 1 compares the operation counts between 

CG and Algorithm 2. The computation of p허_i in the last line of 

Algorithm 2 takes almost the same CPU time as one vector update 

opeartion on some supercomputers such as Cray C90, so the operation 

of computing pi+i is counted as one vector update operation.

Table 1. The operation counts of CG and Algorithm 2

Operation Type CG Algorithm 2

Matrix-vector products 1 1
Inner products 2 3
Vector updates 3 2

In algorithm 2, the vector Xi is computed every iteration, but the 

residual vector 7$ is never computed explicitly. That is, the Euclidean 

norm of 7% is computed using the already-computed results to see 

when to stop. The computation of ||孔||2 is based on Theorem 2.7 

which is mathematically true. Since computer systems are using finite 
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precision arithmetics, the formula for ||n||2 in Theorem 2.7 may not 

be stable. To handle these drawbacks, Algorithm 3 called BVCG 

which is a blocked variant of Algorithm 2 is given below. Notice 

that Algorithm 3 updates the residual vector 7% every lb iterations 

to preserve numerical stability, and notice that updates of are 

carried out in blocks so that more coarse-grained parallelism can be 

achieved.

Algorithm 3： BVCG

Choose xq and r()= b — Axq 

Set po = r()? P—i = 0, 'Yo = 1 

For kk = 0, n, lb

For k = kk, kk + lb — 1, nb

For i = k, k + nb — 1

% =

0i = (Api.Ap^/^pi.Api)

= (；가, A;강)/사—i)

If i = 0, then

llnlll = = Apo) — (ro,Po)

Else

lln+illi = 乂(』41가,ApJ + =—i(r0,2가)

End if

If Hn+ilh/lkolh < (tolerance), then 

xi+l = xk 乞I=k °q/Pl

stop

End if

Pi 十 i = Api — (3iPi — 可 iPi— 
i 서-nb—1

:아c~bnb = 十 / 사7PZ

Gk 十 lb = b — Arg十化

7*0 = rkk+ib
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Let M be a symmetric positive definite matrix which is easily in

vertible and is a good approximation to A. Then, the preconditioned 

BVCG called PBVCG with the preconditioner M is provided below. 

See [1,7] for details of how to find effective preconditioners.

Algorithm 4： PBVCG

Choose xq and = b — Axq

Set po = M-1r0, p_i = 0, 7o = 1

For kk = 0, n, Zb

For k = kk, kk + lb — 1, nb

For i = k, fc + nb — 1

⑦i =（J〜Pi）/（JPi,Api） '

0i = （』4臥, M-ML;가）/（恥, Apd

= （Pi, 刀Pi—i）

If i = 0, then

IIhIIm-i = o#G4po,M-Mpo） —（7*0,Po）

Else

||n+i||,—i = M^Api） 十 ai-i（r0,Pi）

End if

If IIh+iIIm—i/llro||M—1 < （tolerance）, then

然+i = xk + ELfc aiPi

stop

End if

Pi+i = M^Api — 아恥 — yiPi-i 

a+nb = 아 +〉』=k OLiPi

후 kk+lb = b — A：!%｛서_化

7*0 = ^kk 十 lb

Notice that the variable lb in Algoritms 3 and 4 is assumed to be 

a multiple of nb.
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3. Numerical Results
In this section, we provide numerical results for the following iter

ative methods:

• CG: the Conjugate Gradient method

• BVCG: the Blocked Varient of the CG method

• ICCG(O): the Preconditioned CG using Incomplete Cholesky

factorization with 0 extra diagonals (called IC(0))

• PBVCG(O): the Preconditioned BVCG method using IC(0)

• ICCG(3): the Preconditioned CG using Incomplete Cholesky

factorization with 3 extra diagonals (called IC(3))

• PBVCG(3): the Preconditioned BVCG using I(X3)

The test problems we consider here are linear systems which arise 

from the standard 5-point central finite difference discretization of 

self-adjoint elliptic partial differential equations. All iterative methods 

are started with xq = 0, and they are terminated when the following 

criterion is satisfied

( IlnJL/llrolb < IO""8 for unpreconditioned methods

1 Ilr시Im—i/llro||M—1 < 10-8 for preconditioned methods

where rk = b — Axk and M is a preconditioner which is a symmetric 

positive definite matrix. For BVCG and PBVCG methods, nb = 5 is 

used and lb is chosen as a multiple number of nb. Let Q = (0,1) x 

(0,1) and let dQ. denote the boundary of Q. Three test examples are 

provided below. All data in Tables 2 to 4 are the number of iterations 

satisfying the above termination criterion, and the number in brackets 

refers to the number of lb being used.

Example 3.1. We consider the following PDE

f —Lw — f in Q,
1 u = 0 on 日Q.
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The matrix A which arises from 5-point discretization of this PDE is

of the form

Once the matrix A is constructed, the right-hand side vector b is 

generated from b = A(l, … , 1)T. If the order of submatrix B is m, 

then the order of matrix A is n = m x m. Numerical results for this 

problem are listed in Table 2.

Example 3.2. We consider the following PDE

f —Aiz = f in Q, 

ux = 0 for ⑦ = 0, ⑦ = 1,

uy = Q for 이 = 1,

J 以 = 1 for 히 = 0.

The matrix A which arises from 5-point discretization of this PDE is

The right-hand side vector b is generated from b = A(l,... , 1)T. If 

the order of submatrices C and D is m, then the order of matrix A is 

n = (m — l)m. Numerical results for this problem are listed in Table

3.
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Example 3.3. We consider the following PDE

—V • (cosxVtt) = f in Q , 

u = 0 on 日Q .

The matrix A which arises from 5-point discretization of this PDE is 

of the form

The right-hand side vector b is generated from 6 = A(l,... , 1)T. If 

the order of submatrices E and F is m, then the order of matrix A is 

n = m 乂 m, h = 示누丁, dk = 6 cos kh + cos (A; — l)h + cos (A; 十 l)h, and 

Ck = — (cos kh + cos (A; + 1)九), Sk = —2 cos kh. Numerical results for 

this problem are listed in Table 4.

Table 2. Number of iterations for Example 3.1

n CG BVCG [6 이 ICCG(0) PBVCG(O) [30] ICCG(3) PBVCG(3) [3이

50 x 50 96 96 44 44 22 22
60 x 60 115 115 51 51 25 25
70 x 70 133 133 57 57 28 29
80 x 80 151 151 64 64 32 32
90 x 90 168 168 71 71 35 36
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Table 3. Number of iterations for Example 3.2

n CG BVCG [6 이 ICCG(0) PBVCG(O) [3이 ICCG(3) PBVCG(3) [30]

50 x 51 70 69 74 73 35 35
60 x 61 86 86 87 87 40 41
70 x 71 102 100 100 100 46 47
80 x 81 116 115 113 113 52 53
90 x 91 132 130 126 126 58 59

Table 4. Number of iterations for Example 3.3

n CG BVCG [6이 ICCG(0) PBVCG(O) [3이 ICCG(3) PBVCG(3) [3이

50 x 50 147 147 46 46 23 24
60 x 60 174 174 54 54 25 27
70 x 70 196 196 62 62 28 29
80 x 80 219 219 70 70 32 32
90 x 90 243 243 78 78 35 35

4. Conclusions
The blocked variant of CG method called (P)BVCG converges as 

fast as the classical CG method, see Tables 2 to 4. However, the 

blocked variant of CG method has coarser parallelism than the CG 

method. Hence, we suggest that the blocked variant of CG be used 

for parallel execution.
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